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REPORT
To: Planning Committee 15 November 2011

From: Marine Planning Officer
Development Department

Development: To Develop a New Mussel Farm, Tokka, Ness of Hamar,
Urafirth
By: Hjaltland Seafarms Ltd
Application Ref: 2011/034/MAR

1. Introduction

1.1 This is a proposal to develop a new mussel site at Tokka, Ness of
Hamar, Urafirth by Hjaltland Seafarms Ltd. The proposed
development is for three 330m double-headrope longlines. The site
will be serviced from the Hamar shorebase.

1.2 The proposal has attracted objections from the Community Council
and a member of the public.

2. Site History

2.1 A Works Licence (ref: 2006/022/NS) to farm scallops at Tokka, Ness
of Hamar, was granted under delegated authority to Johnson Diving
Services Ltd on 03 May 2006. The Works Licence was transferred to
UK Scallops Ltd on 06 October 2006 (ref: 2006/074/TS).

2.2 As monitoring indicated that equipment had not been deployed on
site for over three years, the works licence was considered forfeit on
10 November 2010.

3. Relevant Policies

3.1 Shetland Islands Council Interim Policy for Marine Aquaculture
(2007)

G1: The need to ensure that safe navigation is maintained;
G2: Views of all interested parties, including competent and
relevant bodies and local communities;
S1: Minimum separation distance between sites;
S4: Maximum surface works area;
S7: Biological carrying capacity.

Shetland
Islands Council
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4. Safeguarding

4.1 None.

5. Consultations

5.1 Shetland Islands Council:

Environmental Health: No comments received.

Ports & Harbours Operations: Have no objections to the development
provided the correct requirements for moorings, buoyage and lights
are complied with.

5.2 Northmavine Community Council: Objected on the following grounds:

There are concerns regarding the site and the weather
conditions. The prevailing wind travels in the direction of the
shore and Community Council members feel it would be
irresponsible for a Local Authority to approve this.

The exposure to rough conditions would constitute a danger to
the mussel farm infrastructure. This could result in a break up
of the infrastructure which could then pose a hazard to
navigation and also result in debris being washed ashore at
locations where retrieval is difficult.

The Community Council also expressed concern about the
past conduct of the company at sites in Northmavine, which
they felt were not managed in a professional manner. There
were some concerns that the company may have worked
outside the remit of previous works licences and cited the
current cages at Urafirth as an example.

5.3 Crown Estate Office: No comments received.

5.4 Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB): No adverse
comments.

5.5 Shetland Fishermen’s Association (SFA): No comments received.

5.6 Shetland Inshore Fishermen’s Association (SIFA): No comments
received.

5.7 Shetland Amenity Trust: No comments received.

5.8 Northern Lighthouse Board: No adverse comments.

5.9 Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA): No adverse
comments.

5.10 Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH): The applicant should submit annual
returns of any bird deaths caused by net entanglement if anti-
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predator nets are deployed. This will allow eider duck populations to
be monitored.

5.11 Marine Scotland: No adverse comments.

6. Statutory Adverts

6.1 The application was advertised on 12 August 2011 under Regulation
35(5)(a) of the Town and Country Planning (Development
Management Procedure) (Scotland) Regulations 2008.

7. Representations

7.1 One letter of objection from Mr J Duncan was received in relation to
the proposal. The points raised are summarised as follows:

The site is exposed to high energy wave action from multiple
directions;

There is a high probability of the proposed equipment
breaking up and should this occur it would constitute a danger
to navigation. Any debris would become a nuisance and be
difficult to recover from the rugged coastline;

There are no engineering calculations pertaining to loading on
the moorings and long lines due to wave action nor any
statistical analysis of weather and wave conditions or any
other technical appendices in the application;

Hjaltland Seafarms operations in Hamar Voe have been less
than exemplary and do not inspire confidence.

7.2 The applicant has responded to the objections and provided an
attestation from the mooring equipment company Gaelforce, the
main points raised are summarized as follows:

The applicant consulted with both North Atlantic Shellfish, who
are the largest mussel producer in Shetland, and Gael Force,
who have been providing mooring equipment to the
aquaculture industry for more than  10 years, on what would
be the best mooring system;

Gael Force have provided a letter of attestation that the
mooring system will stand up to the environmental conditions
in Shetland and after undertaking the necessary engineering
calculations have provided a mooring design specification for
the proposed site;

In relation to concerns about the professionalism of the
company, Hjaltland Seafarms have only taken over sites in
the area within the last year and are in the process of
upgrading cages and moorings, a process which is almost
complete.
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8. Report

8.1 There are policies against which this application has to be assessed
and these are listed at section 3 above. The determining issues to be
considered are whether the proposal:

complies with Council Policy; or
there are any other material considerations which would warrant
the setting aside of Council Policy.

8.2 The main point in the objections from the Community Council and Mr
J Duncan is that the proposed site is too exposed to high energy
wave conditions from the southerly to south westerly fetch across St
Magnus Bay and also from westerly swells refracted around the
southern tip of Hillswick Ness. This could lead to the mussel farm
breaking up causing a potential danger to navigation safety, and the
debris becoming a nuisance and difficult to recover from the rugged
shoreline. Concerns were also raised on the professionalism of the
applicant and breaches of licence conditions.

Shetland Islands Council Ports and Harbours and the Northern
Lighthouse Board were asked for their opinions on the points raised
in the objections. Ports and Harbours agreed that the site is open to
severe westerly weather conditions and if equipment  broke up it
would be a danger to navigation, thus Hjaltland Seafarms should
provide proof that the development can stand up to these conditions.
The Northern Lighthouse Board also agreed that the applicant should
provide information that the moorings were fit for purpose. Hjaltland
Seafarms subsequently provided information that the proposed
equipment would withstand the prevailing conditions through a letter
of attestation and mooring site plan from Gael Force.

The Gael Force letter of attestation and mooring plan provides an
assurance that the proposed development will withstand the
conditions. Hjaltland Seafarms would not invest in equipment to
deploy on site if it was likely it would be destroyed or lost. However in
the event that equipment does break up, this scenario would be dealt
with through the standard condition in the Planning Permission which
states:

“ In the event of equipment falling into disrepair or becoming
damaged, adrift, stranded, abandoned or sunk, the developer
shall carry out or make suitable arrangements for the carrying
out of all measures necessary for lighting, buoying, raising,
repairing, moving or destroying, as appropriate.”

A Works Licence was previously approved to a different operator for
this site as detailed in Section 2. It was approved under the Council’s
Scheme of Delegation as there were no objections.  However no
equipment was ever deployed on site since the licence was granted
and the licence was therefore deemed forfeit as it was not  used for
over three years.
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In regards to the professionalism of the applicant there is, at the time
of this report, no breach of any Planning Permission or Works
Licence held by the applicant in this area.

The attestation from Gael Force and the standard condition should
the site equipment  break up  answers the objectors points and
protects against navigation safety issues, thus the application is
compliant with Policy G1 and G2.

8.3 The site will not be within 500m of any other aquaculture
developments and is therefore compliant with Policy S1.

8.4 Three 330m double-headrope longlines deployed as shown on the
site plan results in a maximum surface works area of 33,000m²
(330m x 100m) which is within the limits allowed by Policy S4.

8.5 Calculations show that the proposal will not result in biological
carrying capacity being exceeded so that the application cannot be
considered contrary to Policy S7.

9. Conclusions

9.1 The application attracted two objections (from the Northmavine
Community Council and Mr J Duncan) with the main concern being
that the proposed site is too exposed leading to the equipment
breaking up and causing a danger to safe navigation. The applicant
responded with a letter of attestation and mooring plan indicating the
mooring system will withstand the sea conditions.

9.2 The policies referred to in Section 3 of this report are relevant to this
application. The proposal complies with the Council’s Interim Policy
for Marine Aquaculture. Having considered the development
proposed and all valid representations received, the determining
issues regarding this application are whether the proposal will
withstand the sea conditions and if not, would safe navigation be
compromised.

9.3 On balance, and for the reasons set out in paragraph 8.2, the Marine
Planning Service is of the opinion that the proposal can therefore be
recommended for approval.

10. Policy and Delegated Authority

10.1 A decision to approve this amended application with the relevant
conditions ensures that the proposal complies with Council policy. As
the application is for a proposed development falling within the
category of Local Development and as a local Community Council
has objected to the proposal, the decision to determine the
application is delegated to the Planning Committee in accordance
with the Council’s Planning Scheme of Delegations that has been
approved by the Scottish Ministers.
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10.2 If Members are minded to refuse the application as a departure from
Council policy, it is imperative that clear reasons for proposing the
refusal of planning permission contrary to Council policy and the
officer’s recommendation be given and minuted in order to comply
with Regulation 28 of the Town and Country Planning (Development
Management Procedure) (Scotland) Regulations 2008, and for the
avoidance of doubt in the case of a subsequent planning appeal or
judicial review. Failure to give clear planning reasons for the decision
could lead to the decision being overturned or quashed, and an
award of costs being made against the Council, on the basis that it is
not possible to mount a reasonable defence of the Council's
decision.

11. Recommendation

11.1 In compliance with the Council’s Interim Policy for Marine
Aquaculture, it is recommended that the application as amended be
approved subject to the following conditions:

(1) The development hereby permitted shall not be carried out other
than wholly in accordance with the following plans and details
unless previously approved in writing by the Planning Authority:

Admiralty Chart: Location Map;
Admiralty Chart: Zoomed in Location Plan;
Site Plan;
Section Plan;

All received by the Planning Authority on 19th June 2011

Reason: For the avoidance of doubt as to what is being
authorised by this permission.

(2) The development hereby permitted shall be commenced within
three years of the date of this permission.

Reason: To comply with Section 58 of the Town and Country
Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 as amended by Section 20 of the
Planning etc. (Scotland) Act 2006.

(3) The developer shall submit a written ‘Notice of Initiation of
Development’ to the Planning Authority at least 7 days prior to
the intended date of commencement of development. Such a
notice shall:
(a)  Include the full name and address of the person intending to
carry out the development;
(b)  State  if  that  person  is  the  owner  of  the  land  to  which  the
development relates and if that person is not the owner provide
the full name and address of the owner;
(c) Where a person is, or is to be, appointed to oversee the
carrying out of the development on site, include the name of that
person and details of how that person may be contacted; and
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(d)  Include the date of issue and reference number of the notice
of the decision to grant planning permission for such
development.

Reason: To ensure that the developer has complied with the pre-
commencement conditions applying to the consent, and that the
development is carried out in accordance with the approved
documents, in compliance with Section 27A of The Town and
Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (as amended).

(4) All equipment and associated moorings approved by this
permission shall be located as identified on the amended site
plan received by the Planning Authority on 19 June 2011, the
coordinates, in WGS84 projection, of the approved mooring
containment area being:

Mid Point: 60º 27’ 20.653” N   -01º 28’ 9.850” W
N extremity: 60º 27’ 28.334” N   -01º 28’ 10.185” W
E extremity: 60º 27’ 27.631” N   -01º 28’ 3.403” W
S extremity: 60º 27’ 12.972” N   -01º 28’ 9.515” W
W extremity: 60º 27’ 13.654” N   -01º 28’ 16.297” W

Reason: For the avoidance of doubt as to what is being
authorised by this permission.

(5) The development hereby permitted shall relate to the longline
culture of mussels. Details of any other species to be on-grown
shall be submitted to the Planning Authority for prior approval.

Reason: For the avoidance of doubt as to what is being
authorised by this permission.

(6) A maximum of three 330m double-headrope longline shall be
permitted. Any changes to longline deployment practices shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning Authority
prior to being implemented.

Reason: For the avoidance of doubt as to what is being
authorised by this permission.

(7) The following navigational marks shall be provided:

The site should be marked by 2 lit yellow buoys, conical in
shape, exhibiting a yellow flashing light, character flash one
every 5 seconds (Fl Y 5s) and fitted with a yellow multiplication
cross topmark.
The buoys should have a diameter of approximately 1 metre at
the waterline with the focal plane of the lights some 2 metres
above that level. The visible range of the lights should be 2
nautical miles.
One buoy should be positioned at the most Northwesterly
extremity of the site and the remaining buoy should be positioned
at the most Southwesterly extremity of the site.
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All navigation marks shall be deployed before any moorings are
deployed on site.

Reason: In the interest of navigational safety and to comply with
the guidelines laid down by the Northern Lighthouse Board.

(8) All surface floats and buoys (excluding those required to comply
with navigational requirements) shall be coloured dark grey,
black or blue.

Reason: In the interest of visual amenity and to minimise the
impact of the development on the wider landscape setting.

(9) Any necessary predator control measures shall be non-lethal and
non-destructive in accordance with the guidance provided by
Scottish Natural Heritage (see Note to Applicant below for
guidance). If anti-predator nets are used, they must be properly
installed and maintained to ensure effective and non-lethal
predator control. Any changes to permitted anti-predation
measures shall be submitted to the Planning Authority for
consideration and approval prior to any installation and use.

Reason: In the interest of protecting wildlife within the area, and
for the avoidance of doubt as to what is being authorised by this
permission.

(10) In the event of equipment falling into disrepair or becoming
damaged, adrift, stranded, abandoned or sunk, the developer
shall carry out or make suitable arrangements for the carrying out
of all measures necessary for lighting, buoying, raising, repairing,
moving or destroying, as appropriate.

Reason: In the interest of navigational safety.

(11)  In the event that the longlines or associated apparatus approved
by this planning permission cease to be in operational use for the
growing of shellfish for a period exceeding 3 years, they shall be
wholly removed and the site restored to the satisfaction of the
planning authority within 4 months of notice by the planning
authority, unless agreed otherwise in writing by the planning
authority.

Reason: To ensure that the site does not become a navigational
hazard or source of marine litter.

12. Attachments

12.1 Admiralty chart: location plan.

12.2  Admiralty chart: zoomed in location plan.

12.3 Site plan.
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12.4  Section plan.

13. Background Papers

13.1 Letters of objection received from the following:
Northmavine Community Council;
Mr J Duncan.

13.2 Letter of response from the applicant with letter of attestation from
Gael Force.

Report No: PL-22-11-F
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